
Geography Curriculum 2023-24

Autumn Spring Summer
EYFS Buildings and

Constructions
Celebrations around

the world
Healthy Me Knights and Castles Life Cycles Seaside

Early Learning Goal: Understanding the World
In EYFS, children explore their personal geographies and their local communities. They visit the local area to explore nearby human features and begin to
explore globes and maps. Termly, EYFS celebrate the change in seasons, looking at the different weathers and changes in their environment.

Autumn Spring Summer

Year 1 Our local area
Geographical skills and fieldwork

The United Kingdom
Locational knowledge

U.K. Weather
Seasonal and Daily Weather Patterns

Human and Physical Geography

What types of buildings can you live in? Which countries are part of the UK? What is the weather?

What are the features of a house? What
features does your home have?

What seas surround the UK? How can we observe the weather?

Where is Claygate Primary School? What are the capital’s of the UK countries? What are weather symbols?

What symbols can I use for my map Where are the capital cities? What is a weather forecast?

What is my route to Claygate Parade?
What are the physical characteristics of each

UK country and their capital city?
Is the weather the same across the UK?

How can you show where the train
station, shops and school is in Claygate?

What are the seasonal weather changes for the UK?
How does the weather change each day?
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Autumn Spring Summer

Year 2 Continents and Oceans
Locational knowledge

Cape Town
Place Knowledge

Hot and Cold
Human and Physical Geography

Fieldwork
Geographical Skills and Fieldwork

What makes a continent a continent?
What are the different continents?

Where is South Africa in comparison to
England?

Where is the north pole? What is the
climate like?

What is a compass?

What makes an ocean an ocean? What
are the five oceans of the world?

Where is Cape Town and why is its
location important?

How does the north pole climate
impact the people who live there?

How to follow a route on a map?

Where are the continents and oceans of
the world located?

How does the climate differ between
Claygate and Cape Town?

How is the south pole different from
the north pole?

Geographical Enquiry

What is a human and physical feature?
What are the physical similarities and

differences between Claygate and Cape
Town?

Where is Singapore? What is the
climate like?

Collecting Data

How do humans impact the world?
What are the similarities and differences
between the human features of Claygate

and Cape Town?

How does the climate in Singapore
impact the people who live there?

Summarising Data

How can humans protect physical
features?

Where would you rather live and
why?

Map work
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Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2
Year 3 Rivers Mountains Settlements Agriculture Volcanoes Climate and Biomes

How do rivers, people
and land affect each

other?

How do mountains
interact with what is

around them?

How would you
describe these
settlements?

How are we connected
to farms and farmers?

How do volcanoes
affect a place?

How does the climate
affect a place and the way

that people live?

The mighty River
Indus

What is a mountain? What is a settlement? What is agriculture?
The journey no one will

make
The continent of Europe

The changing River
Indus

Mountain ranges What is a village? Arable farming
What happens when a

volcano erupts?
Climate zones

How rivers get their
water

Why do people live on
mountains?

What is a town? Pastoral farming
How are volcanoes

formed?
Climate and oceans

How a river shapes
the land: the young

river
Living in the Andes What is a city?

How does farming
change the landscape?

Active, dormant and
extinct volcanoes

Climates and biomes

How a river shapes
the land: the mature

river

Mountainous regions of
the UK

London: the largest city
in the UK

How does our food
affect farming?

Mount Etna
The Mediterranean

climate

Britain’s longest river:
the River Severn

Snowdonia Cardiff is a city Sheep farming in Wales
Why do people choose
to be near a dangerous

volcano?

The temperate climate:
Britain and the Rhine
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Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2

Year 4 The Rhine and the
Mediterranean

Population
Coastal Processes
and Landforms

Tourism Earthquakes Deserts

How have land and
people shaped the
Rhine and the

Mediterranean?

How and why does
population distribution

vary across Great
Britain?

How does the location
of west Wales affect its

coast?

How do tourists affect
places?

How do earthquakes
affect humans and the

land?

How are deserts formed
and how have people and
plants adapted to living

there?

The River Rhine What is population?
Coastal processes:

erosion
Seaside

The day that everything
shook!

Are deserts always hot?

Cologne: city on the
Rhine

Migration Other coastal processes Types of Tourism
Why do earthquakes

happen?
The Sahara Desert

Rotterdam: the mouth
of the Rhine

Multi-Ethnic London Coastal landforms Mountain Adventure The San Andreas Fault How are deserts formed?

The changing Rhine Multi-Ethnic Cardiff The Jurassic coast Changing Tourism
How can we measure

earthquakes?
What plants and animals

live in a desert?

The Mediterranean
Sea

The Welsh language
and culture

Coastal habitats: the
Indian Ocean

Summer in the sun
What are the effects of

earthquakes?
How have humans used

deserts?

The Suez Canal
Welsh and British

Identity
The coast of west Wales Sustainable Tourism

How do humans live
with earthquakes?

The Patagonian Desert
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Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2
Year 5 Why’s California so

thirsty?
Oceans Migration

North and South
America

The Amazon Interconnecting Amazon

Why’s California so
thirsty?

How do people and
oceans affect
each other?

How is migration
causing change in the
Shetland Islands?

To what extent do the
places where people
live vary across North
and South America?

How should the
Amazon change in the

future?

To what extent is the
Amazon connected with
the rest of the world?

Water Oceans and Seas
Danielle’s Migration

Story
Welcome to North and

South America
What is it like to live
in the Amazon now?

What is it like to farm in
the Amazon?

Farming Oceans and Trade
Why do people

Migrate?
What is a megacity? The Amazon river The journey of soy

Why is California
running out of

water?
Oceans and Climate

Semra’s Migration
story

The megacities fo brazil
The amazon’s

intricate ecosystems
Trading connections

Growing Almonds
Oceans and Land

masses
Refugees

Urban and Rural
migration in Brazil

How does the
ecosystem work?

Environmental
connections

Aqueduct
Oceans and Climate

Change
How does migration

change places?
The Favelas

Changes in the
ecosystem

Social Connections

What next?
The human impact on

oceans
Does is matter where

we live?
Challenging the

stereotype of the favela
Should things in the
Amazon change?

How does our class
connect to the Amazon?
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Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2
Year 6 Why’s California so thirsty? North and South America Energy and Climate Change

Why is California so thirsty?
To what extent do the places where people live

vary across North and South America?
In what ways can our actions locally benefit people

globally?

Water Welcome to North and South America What is the energy mix in the United Kingdom?

Farming What is a megacity? Forming opinions about onshore wind power

Why is California running out of water? The megacities of brazil Forming opinions about onshore nuclear power

Growing Almonds Urban and Rural migration in Brazil What are the causes of Climate Change?

Aqueduct The Favelas What are the effects of climate change?

What’s next? Challenging the stereotype of the favela What can we do about climate change?


